Estimation of aggregation processes for dust in the Enceladus vents
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Abstract

We investigate the possibility of dust aggregation processes when icy grains are transported by water vapor streams in the subsurface vents of Saturn’s active moon Enceladus to space. Dust aggregates, or non-spherical dust grains, generally establish up to ten times higher equilibrium charges than a spherical grain of the same mass when exposed to equivalent charging conditions. This indicates that dust charging models with spherical grains lead to a net charge underestimation. The effect might be important if one likes to verify if dust charging can account for the misfit between ion and electron densities inferred from data taken by the Cassini-Langmuir probe in the E ring and in the Enceladus plume [1]. Furthermore, an increased charge-to-mass ratio, and a reduced bulk density for dust in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere will affect to some degree the dynamics of these grains in the E ring region. This will alter the size-dependent lifetimes of particles, which ultimately determine the steady state size-distribution of E ring grains.
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